Abstract. A set of fully constrained Majorana neutrino mass matrices consistent with the experimental data was proposed in 2012. In the framework of the representation theory of finite groups, it was recently shown that a fully constrained mass matrix can be conveniently mapped into a sextet of Σ(72 × 3). In this paper, we expand on this work and introduce a formalism to incorporate additional symmetries onto Σ(72 × 3), so that the vacuum alignment of the sextet is entirely determined by the flavour symmetries alone. The complete flavour group is Σ(72 × 3) × X24 × X24 where X24 is a finite group specifically constructed with the required symmetries. Here, we define several flavons which transform as multiplets under Σ(72 × 3) as well as X24. Our construction ensures that the vacuum alignment of each of these flavons is a simultaneous invariant eigenstate of specific elements of the groups Σ(72 × 3) and X24, i.e. the vacuum alignment is fully determined by its symmetries. The flavons couple together uniquely to reproduce the fully constrained sextet of Σ(72 × 3).
Introduction
More than two decades [1, 2] of experiments in neutrino oscillations have provided us with measurements of the neutrino mixing angles θ 12 , θ 23 , θ 13 as well as the masssquared differences, ∆m 2 21 , ∆m 2 31 [3, 4] . Yet, several features of neutrinos remain a mystery. Ordering of neutrino masses, CP violation in neutrino sector, nature of neutrinos (Majorana or Dirac), existence of sterile neutrinos etc. are some of them. Parameters such as the light neutrino mass and the complex phases in the mixing matrix also need to be measured. Many of these questions are expected to be resolved by future experiments in the coming decades [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .
The initial measurements of large solar (θ 12 ) and atmospheric (θ 23 ) mixing angles stimulated the theoretical study of flavour symmetries in neutrino sector based on discrete finite groups [12, 13, 14, 15] . Tribimaximal mixing [16] with θ 12 = sin −1 (1/ √ 3), θ 23 = π/4, θ 13 = 0 was widely used as a template for building models in neutrino sector. With the measurement of the non-zero reactor (θ 13 ) mixing angle inconsistent with tribimaximal mixing, theorists have turned to alternative mixing schemes. A natural approach is to extend tribimaximal mixing with one or more free parameters [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . One such ansatz called tri-phi-maximal mixing a krisphysics@gmail.com orcid.org/0000-0002-0707-3267 (TφM) [27] , leads to a mixing matrix of the form 
The angle φ parametrises the non-zero reactor mixing angle. Like tribimaximal mixing, tri-phi-maximal mixing also has a trimaximal second column and is CP conserving. An ansatz of Majorana neutrino mass matrices,
which leads to TφM with φ = ±π/16 was proposed [28] shortly after the discovery of non-zero θ 13 by Daya Bay experiment. These matrices are fully constrained, in the sense that they do not contain free parameters. Hence, they also provided the neutrino mass ratios 
These are consistent with the measured neutrino masssquared differences and also predict the experimentally 1 Given as (2+
: 1 : (2+
in Ref. [28] arXiv plane. The straight line shows the neutrino mass ratios Eq. (3). As a parametric plot, the line can be represented as ∆m undetermined light neutrino mass to be around 25 meV. In Fig. 1 , we compare these ratios with the experimental mass-squared differences.
Recently [29] it was shown that the group Σ(72 × 3) can be used to model such fully constrained mass matrices. Σ(72 × 3) can be obtained using four generators, namely C, E, V and X [30] . For the three-dimensional representation, we have 
The tensor product expansion of two triplets of this group is given by
Σ(72 × 3) is the smallest group which produces a complex sextet from the tensor product of two identical triplets as shown in Eqs. (5, 6) . Note that the triplets of the continuous group SU (3) also have the same tensor product expansion. In Ref. [29] , we assigned the right-handed neutrinos to be a conjugate triplet,
In the Majorana mass term, two of these conjugate triplets couple to produce a conjugate sextet,
where ν Rj .ν Rk are the Lorentz invariant products of the right-handed neutrino Weyl spinors. S ijk are the familiar Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the symmetric tensor product of two triplets of SU (3). We use the conventional basis where the non-zero coefficients are given by
We also introduced a flavon sextet,
which couples with the conjugate sextet, Eq. (8), to produce the Σ(72 × 3)-invariant mass term,
The flavon sextet acquires a Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) through Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) and this VEV determines the structure of the mass matrix. Comparing Eq. (10) with Eq. (11), it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the components of the sextet and the elements of the 3 × 3 complex-symmetric Majorana mass matrix. A specific VEV of the sextet fully constrains the mass matrix. The VEVs which correspond to the Majorana mass matrices, Eqs. (2), are
In Ref. [29] we constructed flavon potentials which, through SSB, resulted in these VEVs and this reproduced the mass matrices, Eqs. (2) . These mass matrices are diagonalised by 2 × 2 unitary matrices. The mixing matrix of the form TφM(φ = ± π 16 ) is obtained as the product of a 3 × 3 trimaximal contribution from the charged-lepton sector and the above mentioned 2 × 2 contribution from the neutrino sector. The mixing angles extracted from TφM(φ = ± π 16 ) are quite close to the experimental values. We used higher order corrections in the charged-lepton sector to account for the small discrepancy between the TφM(φ = ± π 16 ) and the experimental values.
Vacuum Alignment in Flavour Space
In this section, we briefly review the salient features of model building using flavons. Specifically we discuss the construction of the Majorana mass matrix involving three families of right-handed neutrinos 2 . The three neutrino states are assumed to form a triplet under a discrete flavour group, in general a subgroup of the continuous group, U (3). Since the neutrinos are assumed to transform as a triplet under the flavour group, we calculate the tensor product expansion of two such triplets. This expansion gives rise to several neutrino-neutrino terms which transform as multiplets under the flavour group. Flavons also transform as multiplets under the flavour group. The neutrino-neutrino multiplets and the corresponding flavon multiplets (conjugates) couple, leading to flavour group invariant mass terms. In model building, once we settle on a suitable flavour group and a set of flavon multiplets, there are two questions that determine the mass matrix. What are the values of the coupling constants that appear along side the invariant mass terms and how are the flavon VEVs aligned? We discuss these aspects in the rest of this section.
Corresponding to each of the invariant mass term we associate a coupling constant. These coupling constants are independent of each other and their values are arbitrary from a theoretical point of view, i.e. neither the flavour symmetries nor the features of the flavons can be used to predict them. However, the presence of coupling constants could be an advantage when the aim of the model is to explain only certain features of the mass matrix while leaving other features untouched, i.e. the coupling constants in the model allows us to leave a few degrees of freedom within the mass matrix unconstrained by the theory. If the unconstrained features are experimentally known, we can fit our model with the data and subsequently determine the values of the coupling constants. Else, the values of these constants are left unknown.
The flavour structure of a model is also determined by the relative orientation between the fermion flavour eigenstates and the flavon VEVs. Assigning the three flavours (families) of fermions as a triplet under the flavour group implies that they are aligned along the basis states of the representation. To obtain the alignment of flavon VEVs, we construct a flavon potential invariant under the flavour group. This potential will have a discrete set of extrema points. Through the mechanism of SSB, the flavon acquires a VEV which corresponds to one of these extrema. The fact that the symmetry is discrete, limits the extrema points to a finite set. SSB randomly chooses one among these extrema as the vacuum alignment. By changing the nature of the flavon potential we may alter the set of extrema points and thus change the possible vacuum alignments. The flavon VEVs form the building blocks of the mass matrix, so the alignment of the VEVs in flavour space has important consequences for the structure of the mass matrix. We expect that a given alignment has specific symmetry properties under the flavour group, which in turn impart specific features to the mass matrix. The dots on the cubes represent extrema of two cases of flavon potentials which has S4 symmetry. In the left figure, the extrema are on the face-centres of the cube. The VEV, denoted by the red dot, is aligned along one of the axes of symmetries of the cube. In the right figure, the S4 symmetry of the potential results in 24 extrema points positioned symmetrically around the cube. However, the VEV (the red dot) is not aligned along any special direction with respect to the cube.
Let us use the discrete group S 4 as an example to demonstrate the alignment of states in the flavour space 3 . The triplet representation (3) of S 4 corresponds to the 24 proper rotations in the three dimensional real space that leaves a cube invariant. When we assign the fermions as a triplet, we are assigning its components, i.e. the three flavour states, as the basis states of the triplet representation. In the widely used basis of 3, the basis states are aligned along the face centres of cube, i.e. the x, y and z axes as shown in Fig. 2 . The cube remains invariant under rotations about these axes by multiples of π/2. Therefore, the three fermion flavour states correspond to the three cyclic C 4 subgroups of S 4 .
To couple with two triplets (3) of fermions, we introduce a flavon which transforms as a 3 . The representation 3 also corresponds to 24 rotational symmetries of a cube (12 proper and 12 improper rotations). We may construct a potential whose extrema correspond to flavon orientations directed towards the face-centres of the cube, as shown in Fig. 2 (left) . Each of these extrema remains invariant under a C 2 × C 2 subgroup of S 4 consisting of 4 proper and improper rotations. Six such subgroups exist and the number of extrema orientations (the number of faces of the cube) is simply 24/4 = 6. When the flavour symmetry group S 4 is broken by SSB, the resulting vacuum alignment will be along one of these extrema. So the symmetry breaking is not complete, i.e. a C 2 × C 2 subgroup remains as the residual symmetry.
It is also possible to construct a potential whose extrema are oriented in directions with no symmetry properties. Such a potential will have 24 distinct extrema as shown in Fig. 2 (right) . A VEV along one of these extrema breaks S 4 completely so that there remain no residual symmetries. By appropriately tuning the potential, we will be able to orient the extrema and the resulting VEV in any direction we may want. This seems to be true for all discrete groups, not just S 4 . We note that a considerable number of publications rely almost entirely on flavon potentials to determine their vacuum alignments. Authors utilise quite complicated potentials to obtain VEVs which are phenomenologically viable, but they fail to provide a justification for these VEVs in terms of the symmetries of the flavour group. Even though this procedure is technically valid, we argue that it goes against the very spirit of using the properties of discrete groups for determining the flavour structure. If the VEV is made to orient in an arbitrary direction with no apparent connection to the original symmetry, the whole purpose of using discrete symmetries can be called into question. We argue that the orientation of the fermion basis states as well as the flavon VEVs should be determined by their symmetries alone. These symmetries are nothing but the subgroups of the discrete flavour group. The mathematical elegance of the subgroup structure of the flavour group should manifest as the restrictiveness of the orientations of the flavour states and thus the predictiveness of the flavour model.
When the flavon vacuum alignments, Eqs. (12, 13), for the sextet of Σ(72 × 3) were proposed [29] , they were not completely justified with the help of their symmetry properties alone. In this paper, we combine Σ(72 × 3) with a new discrete symmetry group which X 24 . We introduce flavons which transform under both Σ(72 × 3) and X 24 . Our flavon VEVs uniquely break the combined flavour group into its subgroups. In other words, the VEVs are completely determined by their symmetries alone. These flavons are coupled together to obtain the sextet of Σ(72× 3). This sextet in turn couples with the neutrino triplets resulting in the Majorana mass term.
The Discrete Group X 24
We construct discrete group, X 24 , using the following generators: 
where ω = e are the eighth roots of unity. The largest cyclic subgroup of this group is C 24 , generated by ωτ and hence the subscript 24 in X 24 . These generators, Eq. (14), are selected so that the group constructed from them helps to uniquely define the required flavon VEVs. The rest of this section covers the mathematical study of the properties of this group. A reader who is more inclined towards applying the group theoretical results for the construction of the VEVs and the mass matrix may skip over to section 4 and may revert to this section when it is deemed necessary.
As the first step in analysing X 24 , we construct the group elements,
Using C(τ ) 1 , C(τ ) 2 and B we obtain the group element, 
A and |B| generate the group S 3 × S 3 which forms a subgroup of X 24 . To show this we obtain, 
where (18, 19) separately form the generators of the group S 3 , because they satisfy the following group presentation,
along with the relationship,
S 3 group elements, g 1 and g 2 , generated by D 1 , E 1 and D 2 , E 2 respectively, can be expressed as
where i 1 , i 2 ∈ {1, 2} and j 1 , j 2 ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The first set of generators, Eq. (18), commute with the second set, Eq. (19), i.e.
so that we obtain the direct product of two S 3 groups. Thus we show that A and |B| generate the group S 3 × S 3 with the total number of elements equal to 2 × 3 × 2 × 3.
Note that the elements of S 3 × S 3 in the basis given by, Eq. (18, 19) , are matrices with '1's and '0's only. C(τ ) 1 and C(τ ) 2 , Eqs. (15, 16) , individually generate the cyclic group C 8 . In X 24 , we can find two more such generators of C 8 ,
Four elements, similar to Eqs. (15, 16, 26, 27) , which individually generate the cyclic group C 3 can also be found,
We also find a fifth independent C 3 generator,
Using 6 × 6 special unitary diagonal matrices, the maximum number of independent C n generators that can be constructed is five and in Eqs. (28 -32) we have listed all of them for C 3 . For the case of the diagonal C 8 subgroups of X 24 , it so happens that that the upper and the lower 3 × 3 diagonal matrices are individually special unitary. This additional constraint limits the total number of independent generators to four, ie. Eqs. (15, 16, 26, 27) . Eqs. (15, 16, 26, 27, 28 -32) constitute an exhaustive list of generators producing all the diagonal elements within X 24 . These elements form the subgroup
The diagonal elements commute with each other, so they also form the centre (largest abelian subgroup) of X 24 . Note that 3 and 8 are co-prime numbers which implies C 8 × C 3 is C 24 . This can also be inferred from the multiplication of C 8 and C 3 generators, for example,
In other words, the group C 24 ×C 24 ×C 24 ×C 24 ×C 3 forms the centre of X 24 . Every representation matrix of X 24 is of the form of a representation matrix of S 3 × S 3 with phases replacing certain number of '1's in the S 3 × S 3 matrix. These phases can be extracted out using a diagonal phase matrix, i.e. an element of the centre of the group. In other words, any element of X 24 can be obtained by left multiplying (or right multiplying) the corresponding element of S 3 ×S 3 with an appropriate diagonal phase matrix. Therefore, C 24 ×C 24 ×C 24 ×C 24 ×C 3 and S 3 ×S 3 form a normal subgroup and the associated quotient group respectively of X 24 . Using this information, we may express X 24 as a semidirect product,
Any element of X 24 can be uniquely expressed as
where m 1 , ..., m 4 ∈ {1, ..., 8}, n 1 , ..., n 5 ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i 1 , i 2 ∈ {1, 2}, j 1 , j 2 ∈ {1, 2, 3}. So it is clear that the order of the group X 24 is 8 4 3 5 2 2 3 2 . We used the group theory package GAP and verified that the group generated by A, B has this order, thus confirming our calculations. We also verified that the sextet representation, Eqs. (14), is irreducible. We note that X 24 is not a subgroup of U (3).
The Model
In this section, we discuss the construction of the Majorana mass term and the resulting mass matrix of the form, Eq. (2), with the help of flavons transforming under the flavour groups Σ(72 × 3) and X 24 . This term involves the couplings among the right-handed neutrinos. The discussion of the Dirac mass term for the neutrinos (couplings between the right-handed neutrinos and the lefthanded lepton doublets) as well as for the charged-leptons (couplings between the right-handed charged-leptons and the left-handed lepton doublets) are omitted here. We assume that the Dirac sector follows the details as given in Ref. [29] in using Σ(72 × 3) to obtain the relevant mass matrices.
The complete flavour group for our model is Σ(72 × 3) × X 24 × X 24 . Why we have used two copies of X 24 will become apparent during the course of this section. Table 1 shows how the right-handed neutrinos (ν R ) and the flavons (φ,φ, ∆) transform under the flavour group. In this paper, we use Latin and Greek letters to denote the indices which transform under Σ(72 × 3) and X 24 respectively, i.e. ν Ri , φ αi ,φ αi , ∆ αβ .
Using the C-G coefficients, Eqs. (9), and considering the transformation properties given in Table 1 , we construct the invariant term in the Majorana sector,
where the summation is over all repeated indices. Comparing this invariant with Eq. (11), we obtain
The flavonφ (andφ) can be considered as a set of six Σ(72×3)-triplets. In Eq. (37), we have a composite system of these triplets coupled together with ∆ to obtain ξ which is a sextet under Σ(72 × 3) and an invariant singlet under X 24 . The flavonsφ,φ and ∆ acquire VEVs through SSB. Let these vacuum alignments to be 
Consequently, the expression for the 3 × 3 Majorana mass matrix becomes
Substituting the flavon VEVs, Eqs. (38), (or their conjugates) in Eq. (40), we obtain the Majorana mass matrices, Eqs. (2).
The Flavon Vacuum Alignments
In this section we show that the VEVs, Eqs. (38), can be uniquely defined by their symmetries. More concretely, we show that they can be expressed as unique and simultaneous invariant eigenstates of a set of group elements. These elements constitute a subgroup of the flavour group, Σ(72 × 3) × X 24 × X 24 . Since the VEVs remain invariant under the action of these elements, they break the flavour group into this subgroup. 
First we consider the flavon ∆. Consider the group element
where the rows and columns of ∆ corresponds to the first and the second X 24 in the direct product. It is clear that, this operation multiplies all the vanishing elements in the VEVs with ω orω. Therefore, invariance of the VEV under O C∆ ensures that these elements vanish.
Consider the group element
where I is the identity. As a matrix equation, the operation of this element on the VEV can be written as 
This operation interchanges the columns 1, 2, 3 of the VEV with the columns 4, 5, 6 respectively. Invariance under this operation ensures that the columns 1, 2, 3 become equal to the columns 4, 5, 6 respectively. This condition is satisfied by our VEV. Now consider the group element
As a matrix equation, its operation on the VEV can be written as 
This operation interchanges the rows 1, 2, 3 of the VEV with the rows 6, 5, 4 respectively. Invariance under this operation ensures that the rows 1, 2, 3 become equal to the rows 6, 5, 4 respectively. This condition is also satisfied by our VEV. Finally we consider the group element 
This operation cycles various sets of three elements of the VEV. There are twelve such sets. These include (11, 22, 33) , (14, 25, 36) 46) . To denote the action of a direct product element, we used left and right multiplications with the corresponding matrices. To represent a direct product element using a single matrix, we need to obtain the Kronecker product of the left and the right matrices. It can be shown that, the four Kronecker product matrices, corresponding to the four direct product elements, Eqs. (41, 43, 45, 47), commute with each other 5 , i.e. they generate the subgroup C 3 × C 2 × C 2 × C 3 . Therefore, the flavon VEV ∆ breaks X 24 ×X 24 into C 3 ×C 2 ×C 3 ×C 2 = C 6 × C 6 . To summerise, the C 6 × C 6 subgroup generated by O C∆ , O Dc∆ , O Dr∆ and O E∆ remains as the residual symmetry of the VEV and it uniquely defines the VEV (up to multiplication by an overall complex constant). Now we turn our attention to the flavons,φ andφ. Consider the group element 
It is clear that, this operation multiplies all the vanishing elements in the VEV with ω orω. Therefore, invariance of the VEV under O Cφ ensures that these elements vanish.
Consider the group element 
This operation interchanges the rows, 1, 2, 3, of the VEV with the rows, 4, 5, 6 respectively, along with multiplication of these rows with certain specific values of phases. Invariance under this operation ensures that the elements in the upper and the corresponding lower rows in the VEV have the same magnitude, but differ by specific phases. Our VEV satisfies this condition. Finally consider the group element 
This operation cycles various sets of three elements of the VEV, along with multiplying these elements with specific phases. There are six such sets in the VEV. These include (11, 22, 33) , (41, 52, 63), where the pairs denote the indices of the VEV. Invariance under this operation ensures that the elements within a set are equal to one another in magnitude, but differ by specific phases. Our VEV satisfies this condition also. Invoking the condition that the VEVs of the flavonsφ andφ, Eq. (38), are invariant under O Cφ , O Dφ and O Eφ uniquely defines the orientation of the VEVs in the flavour space. The group elements O Cφ , O Dφ and O Eφ , Eqs. (49, 51, 53), generate C 3 , C 2 and C 3 groups respectively. This is evident by inspecting the corresponding matrix operations in Eqs. (50, 52, 54). These three elements also commute with each other, so that they generate the subgroup
To prove that they commute we need to calculate the Kronecker product matrices, as we discussed in the case of the ∆ flavon. To summarise, the C 6 × C 3 subgroup generated by O Cφ , O Dφ and O Eφ remains as the residual symmetry of φ and φ after SSB and it uniquely defines these VEVs (up to multiplication by an overall complex constant).
Since the neutrinos, ν R , form a triplet under Σ(72×3), the individual states, ν R1 , ν R2 and ν R3 correspond to the flavour basis states, (1, 0, 0) T , (0, 1, 0) T and (0, 0, 1) T respectively. These states are the invariant eigenstates of the group elements C, E 2 CE and ECE 2 respectively where the group generators are given in Eqs. (4) . Individually, the above mentioned group elements form C 3 subgroups of Σ(72×3). To summarise, we have shown that the flavon VEVs as well as the neutrino states can be uniquely defined in terms of their symmetry properties. They are expressed as the invariant eigenstates of specific group elements which form specific subgroups of the flavour symmetry group. Thus the flavour structure of our model is entirely determined by the subgroup structure of the flavour symmetry group. It should be noted that, even though we have used matrix representations in convenient bases, our formalism is manifestly basis independent, i.e. expressible in terms of the abstract group generators.
Summary
Fermions and flavons transform as multiplets of a discrete group in the flavour space. The structure of the fermion mass matrix is determined by the relative orientation of the flavon VEVs with respect to the fermion flavour eigenstates. Therefore, fixing the vacuum alignments is central to the flavour problem. The canonical formalism involves constructing a flavon potential, extremising it and obtaining the VEV through spontaneous symmetry breaking. However, by carefully adjusting the potential we may obtain any arbitrary vacuum alignment. We argue that such a procedure goes against the spirit of using discrete symmetries to explain the flavour structure. The vacuum alignment should not be determined by the structure of the potential, but rather by its symmetries. In this paper we adopt a formalism in which the VEV is fully determined in terms of its residual symmetry, i.e. the unbroken part of the original discrete group. This constrains the possible orientations of the VEV, in relation to the fermion flavour eigenstates, to a unique and finite set. Thus we get rid of the arbitrariness of the vacuum alignment which could arise when using a potential.
In an earlier publication, we showed that a fully constrained Majorana mass matrix can be constructed using a sextet of Σ(72 × 3). A specific VEV for this sextet leads to TφM-mixing with φ = π/16 and neutrino mass ratios, Eq. (3). In this paper, we obtain this VEV using the formalism of residual symmetries. To achieve it, we propose a new discrete symmetry group, X 24 . The flavonsφ,φ and ∆ which transform under the expanded flavour group Σ(72 × 3) × X 24 × X 24 are introduced. The VEV of each of these flavons is uniquely identified as an invariant eigenstate of several elements of the flavour group. The VEV remains invariant under the residual group generated by these elements, i.e. each VEV is determined by a particular subgroup of Σ(72 × 3) × X 24 × X 24 . The flavonsφ,φ and ∆ are coupled together to obtain the required sextet of Σ(72 × 3). By imposing the condition that the VEVs of the constituent flavons are invariant eigenstates under the simultaneous action of Σ(72 × 3) and X 24 , we make the VEV of the sextet of Σ(72 × 3) implicitely dependent on X 24 .
Because the fermions exist in three families, only the discrete subgroups of U (3) have been used as flavour symmetry groups in literature so far. In this paper, we broadened the application of discrete groups in model building by utilising a group which is no longer required to be a U (3) subgroup. In a general framework, we may express the flavour group, G f , as a direct product,
2 ) and ∆(6n 2 ). On the other hand, G X , which we call the "auxiliary group" can be any discrete group. We hope that this newly introduced framework will stimulate further research involving other choices of auxiliary groups combined with the commonly studied subgroups of U (3). This may lead to novel choices of vacuum alignments for the G U ( 
Appendix
Here we use the group S 4 to construct a couple of toy models for mass matrices. We investigate the flavon potentials and show that they may or may not lead to VEVs with specific symmetry properties. The representation 3 of S 4 is generated using the matrices
where we have adopted the commonly used basis in literature. 3 consists 24 proper rotations which include 9 rotations about the axes passing through face centres, 8 rotations about the axes passing through vertices, 6 rotations about the axes passing through edge centres and the identity element. We assume that the right-handed neutrinos transform as a 3,
The individual fermion states correspond to the basis states of the representation, for example ν R1 corresponds to (1, 0, 0) T . This state remains invariant under the action of the C 4 subgroup of S 4 generated by
This subgroup consists of rotations by nπ/2 about the axis passing through (1, 0, 0) T . Similarly we have two more C 4 subgroups in relation to the states ν R2 and ν R3 .
The tensor product expansion of two triplets (3 ) is given by
Therefore, by coupling the neutrinos we obtain
The generators corresponding to Eqs. (55), for the doublet (2) and the triplet (3 ) are
and
respectively where the basis adopted is as per Eqs. (60, 61). The triplet 3 also represents the symmetries of a cube. It consists of 12 proper rotations (3 rotations by an angle π about the axes passing through face centres, 8 rotations about the axes passing through vertices and the identity element) and 12 improper rotations (6 rotations by angles ±π/2 about the axes passing through face centres and 6 rotations about the axes passing through edge centres combined with the reflection about the origin).
The doublet representation (2) is not faithful. The 2×2 matrices, Eqs. (62), generate the dihedral group D 6 which forms a subgroup of S 4 . D 6 represents the rotation as well as the reflection symmetries of an equilateral triangle as shown in the Fig. 3 Let us define singlet (φ s ), doublet (φ d ) and triplet (φ t ) flavons which transform as 1 (invariant), 2 and 3 respectively. They couple with the neutrino multiplets, Eqs. (59-61), to produce the S 4 invariant mass term, where k s , k d and k t are the coupling constants. The flavons and the coupling constants in Eq. (64) can be written in a matrix form,
where we have expressed the doublet and the triplet flavons in terms of their components, i.e. φ d = (φ d1 , φ d2 ) T and φ t = (φ t1 , φ t2 , φ t3 )
T . Substituting a specific vacuum alignment for the flavons in Eq. (65) produces the mass matrix. In the rest of the Appendix, two examples are provided where we minimise flavon potentials to obtain the VEVs and the corresponding mass matrices. In Example 1 the VEVs can also be defined in terms of their symmetries while in Example 2 they do not have such symmetry properties.
Example 1
It is straightforward to write a potential for the invariant flavon φ s
Extremising this potential leads to the VEV
In order to construct a potential for the doublet flavon, we first consider the tensor product of two doublets. It can be shown that the tensor product leads to another doublet,
Now we construct the potential,
where the operator | | 2 represents () T (). This potential has three minima:
2 ). They form the vertices of the equilateral triangle as shown in Fig. 3 (left) . We assume that the flavon acquires one of these minima as its VEV,
This VEV breaks D 6 to one of its subgroups, C 2 , generated by
where E, F are given in Eqs. (62). C 2 represents the reflection symmetry of the triangle which keeps (1, 0) T invariant. Conversely, the vacuum alignment, (1, 0) T , can be uniquely identified by this residual C 2 symmetry. Now we construct a potential for the triplet flavon, φ t , which transforms as a 3 . From the tensor product of two φ t triplets, we obtain the second order triplet,
similar to Eq. (61). Using φ t and (φ t φ t ) t , we construct the potential,
This potential has six minima φ t = (±1, 0, 0), (0, ±1, 0) and (0, 0, ±1). These are the face centres of the cube shown in Fig. 2 (left) . We assume that the flavon acquires one of these minima as its VEV,
This VEV breaks S 4 to one of its subgroups, C 2 × C 2 , generated by Apart from these two elements, C 2 × C 2 also consists of a proper rotation (Diag(1, −1, −1)) and the identity element. The VEV, (1, 0, 0) T , remains invariant under the action of these elements. Conversely, the VEV can be uniquely identified by this residual C 2 × C 2 symmetry.
EF E
Substituting the VEVs, φ s , φ d and φ t in Eq. (65), we obtain the mass matrix,
This matrix is diagonalised using the unitary matrix,   1 0 0 0
which provides a bimaximal contribution to mixing. By a suitable selection of the coupling constants, k s , k d , k t , we can obtain any set of values for the masses without affecting the mixing part.
Example 2
In this example we construct potentials for the flavons φ d and φ t leading to VEVs which leave no residual symmetries. For φ d , we use the potential
where the scale Λ is added with the higher dimensional term. This potential has six minima which are of the form
where g i are the six elements of the group D 6 . These minima are shown in Fig. 3 (right) . We assume that flavon acquires one of the minima,
as its VEV. This VEV does not possess any residual symmetry of D 6 . For constructing the potential for the triplet flavon, we first obtain a doublet from the tensor product of two triplets. Similar to Eq. (60), we obtain (φ t φ t ) d = 2φ 
We construct the potential as
where κ 1 and κ 2 are arbitrary constants. In Eq. (82) we have coupled the doublet flavon, φ d , with the triplet flavon, φ t . Therefore, we should extremise Eq. (82), together with the potential for the doublet flavon, Eq. (78). If we substitute φ d = (0, 1) T and φ t = (1, κ 1 , κ 2 ) T , both terms in Eq. (82) as well as in Eq. (78) vanish, indicating that these states of the flavons constitute a minimum of the potential. By transforming these flavon states under the action of S 4 we obtain further minima forming a discrete set. For φ t , these minima are shown in Fig. 2 (right) 6 . We select one of these minima 
which has more degrees of freedom compared to the previous case, Eq. (76). By suitably tuning these free parameters, we can ensure that this mass matrix is consistent with the current neutrino masses and mixing data. However, we argue that since the VEVs, Eqs. (80, 83), have no apparent connection with the original flavour symmetry (S 4 ), we can not claim that the texture of the resulting mass matrix has its origin in the aforementioned symmetry.
